
 

Appendix 1 
 

Bus Revolution - Phase 1a Weekend service option appraisal      

 

Speyside 691 Service  

Project Board to consider the m.connect analysis provided by Liftango when deciding number of 

vehicles to operate a Saturday service in the 5 on-demand areas in Moray (Speyside, Buckie, Keith, 

Egin & Forres). 

Current demand profile: 

 The balance of supply and 

demand is reflected somewhat 

in the trip acceptance and 

rejection statistics. The image 

above shows that the “service 

rejected” peak, i.e. unavailability 

of trips, is between 9-11am. This 

implies a lack of capacity available at this time, which is further reflected by very strong utilization in 

the Elgin and Keith services during this period. The “rider rejected” peak is between 10am and 1pm 

and increases towards 1pm, as supply is being removed from the service. This implies that 

passengers are being offered alternative trips which do not suit their travel needs. In the late 

afternoon demand is lower however “service rejected” is on a 1:1 basis implying that a lack of 

capacity occurs again at this time. 

 

Each zone has its own characteristics. Forres for example is 

relatively small and has higher convergence of trip 

requests than Speyside which is larger and less dense, 

particularly at the core of the zone. This leads to 

differences in trip booking success. Keith and Speyside 

consistently have the highest booking success rate.   

 

 

 

 The image to the left shows the trip paths over a multi-

month period. Quick visual analysis shows the difference 

in movement patterns of the Speyside service.  In 

Speyside there is sufficient supply of vehicles from Mon-

Fri, yet at peak times of demand (see demand profile 

above) the zone structure works against booking success.   

Speyside has 3-4 vehicles available with plenty capacity, 

has low demand with a complex zone. All factors that 

have led to high booking success rate in general.   

Current Speyside (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 395, equating to an 

average of 19 passengers a day. 

 

 

 



   
 
Buckie 694 Service  

Current booking success in Buckie is the lowest In Moray alongside Elgin.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keith 696 Service  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The image above right shows the trip paths over a multi-month period in Buckie and Keith. Again, the 

movement patterns for Mon-Fri Buckie service are spread meaning that the current 2 vehicles need to 

cover a broader range of movements and limit ride sharing opportunities and thus reducing booking 

success. 

Demand profile follows the same pattern as identified for Speyside.  

 

Current Buckie (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 242, equating to an average of 

12 passengers a day. 

 

Demand for the service overall is strongest in the morning across all categories and tapers through the 

afternoon. This may be a reflection of true demand; however, it is important to note that supply in the highest 

demand locations (Elgin and Keith) is heavily skewed to the morning. 

 

 



   
 
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current Keith (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 233, equating to an average 

of 11 passengers a day. 

 

Elgin 697 Service  

This balance of supply and demand is 

reflected somewhat in the trip 

acceptance and rejection statistics. The 

image above shows that the “service 

rejected” peak, i.e. unavailability of 

trips, is between 9-11am. This implies a 

lack of capacity available at this time, 

which is further reflected by very strong 

utilisation in the Elgin and Keith services during this period. The “rider rejected” peak is between 

10am and 1pm and increases towards 1pm, as supply is being removed from the service. This implies 

that passengers are being offered alternative trips which do not suit their travel needs. In the late 

afternoon demand is lower however “service rejected” is on a 1:1 basis implying that a lack of 

capacity occurs again at this time 

The image above left shows the trip paths over a multi-month period in Keith. This is movement patterns for Mon-

Fri Keith service and has demand in Cullen, Rothiemay, Mulben and Dufftown, all of which is over and above the 

journeys within the Keith and Fyfe Keith.  This spread shows that the current 1 vehicle set up works very hard and 

misses demand as shown in the image to the right (Warning Triangles within the yellow band is unallocated 

journeys that have been requested but can’t be matched to available capacity).  

 

Analysis of unallocated rides indicates a consistent pattern of rides being unfulfilled in Forres, Elgin and Keith 

regions. In each of these zones, bus availability windows are quite small, meaning that demand must be forced 

into the available periods. Particularly in periods with a single vehicle operating, the ability to serve these trips is 

much lower due to a combination of low capacity, and dissimilar ride requests (1 vehicle can’t be in 2 places). 

 

 



   
 

 

Current booking success in Elgin is the lowest In Moray 

alongside Buckie.  

Visual analysis shows the difference in movement patterns 

between the Forres service and Elgin service. The Elgin 

service has 4 larger groupings, meaning that vehicles need to 

cover a broader range of movements in a larger zonal area.   

The Zone set up along with the limited vehicle hour’s 

impacts on the ability to meet current demand and reduces the booking success rate as shown in the 

booking status chart above.   

 

Analysis of unallocated rides show a consistent pattern of rides being 

unfulfilled in Elgin. Vehicle availability windows are quite small, 

meaning that demand must be forced into the available periods. 

Particularly in periods with a single vehicle operating, the ability to 

serve these trips is much lower due to a combination of low capacity, 

and dissimilar ride requests (1 vehicle can’t be in 2 places). 

 

 

 

Current Elgin (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 420, equating to an average 

of 20 passengers a day. 

 

m.connect Scheduled services 

The board may also wish to consider introducing service routes into weekend service operation as an 

alternative solution or as part of a scheduled and on-demand service mix. All service costs based on 

Diesel vehicle use due to the current timetable commitments (does not accommodate charging 

time). Four service routes have been identified for consideration; these are: 

Service 309 – Cullen-Buckie-Keith 

The existing timetable, as shown below; can be replicated or amended to accommodate an 

alternative service pattern. 



   
 

 

 

Current 309 (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 510, equating to an average 

of 24 passengers a day. 

 

Service 314 – Forres Town service  

One of the authority’s most popular services.  Existing timetable displayed below but can be 

amended to remove current schedule gaps for Home to School Transport (HTS). 

 



   
 

 

 

Current 314 (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 1122, equating to an average 

of 53 passengers a day. 

 

Service 334 – Elgin-Lhanbryde-Kingston 

Another popular service provided.  Existing timetable would generate familiarity with existing 

customer base, but here is a real opportunity to review and develop the timetable to accommodate 

additional rotations within the operating period covered.   

 

 

 



   
 
Current 344 (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 1130, equating to an average 

of 54 passengers a day. 

 

 

Service 366 – Aberlour-Knockando-Elgin 

Added to consider the U22 working and leisure market from Speyside. The 5 days service has yet to 

yield stronger patronage since the service uplift, however, a weekend service may well improve this. 

The current timetable may require a review and include additional evening journeys. 

 

 

 

Current 366 (Mon-Fri Service) monthly average passenger figures sit at 211, equating to an average 

of 10 passengers a day. 

 

 

 
 


